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Abstract: This paper proposes a 3D-2D-3D algorithm for doors and windows detection in 3D indoor envi-
ronment of point cloud data. Firstly, by setting up a virtual camera in the middle of this 3D environment, a 
set of pictures are taken from different angles by rotating the camera, so that corresponding 2D images can 
be generated. Next, these images are used to detect and identify the positions of doors and windows in the 
space. To obtain point cloud data containing the doors and windows position information, the 2D informa-
tion are then mapped back to the origin 3D point cloud environment. Finally, by processing the contour lines 
and crossing points, the features of doors and windows through the position information are optimized. The 
experimental results show that this “global-local” approach is efficient when detecting and identifying the 
location of doors and windows in 3D point cloud environment. 
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3  关键算法实现过程 
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3.1  3D 与 2D 的对应 
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3.1.1  ???????????????? 
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算法 1. ????: 
??. ?????? CF , ????????
?????(label). 
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4  实验及结果分析 
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4.3  结果分析 
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表 1  不同观测角的检测结果 
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表 2  数据缺失情况下不同模型的检测结果 















      表 3  数据缺失情况下不同模型的误差      m 
?? maxe  avge  
#2 0.016 0.009 
#3 0.045 0.023 
#4 0.039 0.026 
 
表 4  不同模型上的检测结果 













           表 5  不同模型上的误差结果         m 
?? maxe  avge  
#5 0.038 0.019 
#6 0.036 0.020 
#7 1.195 0.216 
#7(??Ⅲ?) 0.044 0.019 
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表 6  不同视场角的检测结果 
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